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The Christmas Tale of Peter Rabbit is a brand new tale from Emma Thompson. In her second Further Tale
of Peter Rabbit, Emma Thompson returns Peter to his home in the Lake District. Peter and his silly cousin
Benjamin are helping their friend William - a turkey - who is in danger of becoming Mr and Mrs McGregor's
Christmas dinner. Will Peter and Benjamin be able to save him? This eBook edition features wonderful
audio including a reading by Emma Thompson. Emma Thompson is an Oscar-winning screenwriter and
actress who lives in London and Argyll. Emma's Further Tale of Peter Rabbit was published in 2012. Emma
said, "I've always loved Beatrix Potter, as a child and then as a mother and all the years in-between as well.
When Mr Rabbit invited me to write a further tale, I was more honoured than I can say. I hope I don't let
him or his extraordinary creator down." Don't miss The Further Tale of Peter Rabbit by Emma Thompson
The Peter Rabbit Sticker Book - Beatrix Potter 1991-07-01
/Potter/Beatrix Children will play happily for hours with this lively and colorful activity book. With full-color,
reusable stickers, kids can recreate the familiar world of Beatrix Potter's Peter Rabbit stories or take the
characters on imaginative new adventures. Puzzles, games, and the complete Tale of Peter Rabbit are also
included.
Peter Rabbit Animation: Treehouse Rescue! - Beatrix Potter Animation 2013-08-01
Beatrix Potter's timeless character Peter Rabbit comes to life in a brand new series based on the well-loved
children's books. Mischievous, charming and brave, Peter is a hero who overcomes obstacles, outwits
predators and dodges danger on his exciting adventures. Featuring imagery in soft pastel hues and set
amidst the sweeping landscapes of the Lake District, The Tale of the Secret Treehouse sees Peter and his
friends embark on a brave and dangerous quest for a secret clubhouse to escape the clutches of the hungry
fox, Mr Tod. To help him on his adventures, Peter is never without his cousin Benjamin Bunny and their
good friend Lily Bobtail. Lots of their friends (and enemies) will be familiar to lovers of Beatrix Potter's
timeless animal tales, such as bonkers Squirrel Nutkin, kindly Mrs Tiggy-Winkle and the scary farmer, Mr
McGregor. Peter Rabbit is a character that children will be able to relate to. To him, like them, friendship is
paramount and he is never far away from fun, mischief and adventure. There are so many extras in here.
We've borrowed Peter's secret notebook, and put his sketch of Nutkin's crazy squirrel camp in the book too.
It's a great picture, and will take the reader right to the heart of the story. There's also a map showing
where everyone lives, and a chance to get to know the characters too.
Best Friends Forever - Samantha Brooke 2022-01-11
In this charming story that includes stickers, readers will meet Strawberry's berry best friends and discover
all the fruitastic things they like to do together, like having picnics, dressing up, practicing ballet, and
more!
Peter Rabbit Animation: Best Friends Sticker Book - Beatrix Potter 2014-07-23
Lily, Peter and Benjamin are BEST friends! Play the games, colour the pictures and stick the stickers to win
your puzzle skills award.
Thomas & Friends: Search and Rescue Sticker Activity Book - Egmont Publishing Egmont Publishing
UK 2018-04-05
Join Thomas as he goes out on patrol with the Sodor Search and Rescue Team in this colourful sticker book.
Packed with sticker scenes and activities, Thomas fans will love using the big bright stickers to help rescue
their favourite engine friends and get them back on track. Thomas & Friends is a great way to pass on the

Treehouse Rescue!. - Beatrix Potter Animation 2013
Mischievous, charming and brave, Peter is a hero who overcomes obstacles, outwits predators and dodges
danger on his exciting adventures.
Bunny Trouble - Frederick Warne 2020-04
Peter Rabbit is back! Find out what trouble he and his friends get into this time in this fun new leveled
reader based on Peter Rabbit 2: The Runaway movie. Everyone's favorite rabbit hopped into movie theaters
April 2020.
Hop to It! Sticker Activity Book - Warne 2015-01-22
Happy Easter! Peter, Lily, and Benjamin are ready to celebrate Easter, are you? Join the rabbits as they dye
Easter eggs, play I-Spy on a springtime adventure, and make a yummy bird-nest recipe! This brand-new
sticker activity book is filled with games, puzzles, and more!
Peter and Friends Sticker Activity Book - Beatrix Potter 2013-10-17
Bringing the wit, humor and magic of Beatrix Potter's original world to a whole new generation of children,
the Peter Rabbit TV tie-in program follows brave, mischievous Peter and his two friends--loyal and comical
Benjamin and the brand new character, inquisitive and independent Lilly--as they embark on adventures in
the big wide world outdoors. Bursting with fun, this sticker book introduces kids to the characters and
adventures of Peter Rabbit and his two friends, Benjamin Bunny and Lily Bobtail. These rabbits can't stay
away from trouble for long, and kids will be able to join in their adventures by adding stickers to the
scenes.
Peter Rabbit Animation: Best Dad! - Beatrix Potter 2015-04-22
Can Peter and friends solve the mystery of his dad's long-lost flying machine? Peter, Lily and Benjamin are
very excited to hear about Mr Bouncer's most amazing invention ever - a flying machine that was crashlanded in Mr McGregor's garden by Peter's father. Peter is determined to find it! But the garden is a
dangerous place. Can the friends find the machine and make their escape before Mr McGregor catches
them?
Peter Rabbit Pop-up Book - Beatrix Potter 1994
The tales of Peter Rabbit are celebrated in this full-color classic edition that features never-before-seen
original art and a newly designed format. New York Times bestselling illustrator Charles Santore brings the
adventure-filled world of the beloved bunny and friends to life with original illustrations, masterfully
reproduced using the most advanced digital imaging technology. The Classic Tale of Peter Rabbit includes a
beautiful 4-panel gatefold and a limited supply of exclusive signed and numbered collectible posters for
select retailers. The world's most beloved bunny has engaged young readers with adventure-filled stories
and valuable lessons for many generations. Peter Rabbit's perilous run-ins with Mr. McGregor and the tales
of his playful siblings and friends are accompanied by captivating, original illustrations by critically
acclaimed illustrator Charles Santore. Children can flip through the pages with joy and excitement as the
mischievous and disobedient Peter Rabbit scurries through forbidden territory and later faces the
consequences. These cautionary yet gripping tales are made further compelling with masterfully
reproduced original art, newly designed layouts and a beautiful 46-inch-wide 4-panel gatefold. A timeless
gift and traditional family classic to add to any collection.
The Christmas Tale of Peter Rabbit - Emma Thompson 2013-11-14
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tradition of Thomas to early readers. Children aged 2 and up will love meeting classic characters such as
Percy, James, Gordon, and Toby down on The Fat Controller's railway. Thomas has been teaching children
lessons about life and friendship for over 70 years. He ranks alongside other beloved character such as
Paddington Bear, Winnie-the-Pooh and Peter Rabbit as an essential part of our literary heritage.
The Tale of Peter Rabbit - Beatrix Potter 1907
Peter disobeys his mother by going into Mr. McGregor's garden and almost gets caught.
Peter Rabbit: the Angry Owl - Read it Yourself with Ladybird - Ellen Philpott 2015-06-24
No Marketing Blurb
Backpacker - 2007-09
Backpacker brings the outdoors straight to the reader's doorstep, inspiring and enabling them to go more
places and enjoy nature more often. The authority on active adventure, Backpacker is the world's first GPSenabled magazine, and the only magazine whose editors personally test the hiking trails, camping gear, and
survival tips they publish. Backpacker's Editors' Choice Awards, an industry honor recognizing design,
feature and product innovation, has become the gold standard against which all other outdoor-industry
awards are measured.
Peter Rabbit Animation: Friends Forever - 2015-01-01
Peter, Lily and Benjamin are the very best of friends. Surely nothing can change that . . . Benjamin thinks
Lily is amazing - she knows EVERYTHING! Lily promises to teach Benjamin about nature and they set off on
a nature walk together. Peter is bored - he wants to go on an ADVENTURE, but his friends are more
interested in leaves and bugs - and feeling left out, he sets off on a radish raid in Mr McGregor's garden.
But suddenly Benjamin and Lily are in trouble. It's time for Peter to prove he's a true friend and leap to the
rescue!
Peter Rabbit Animation: Happy Christmas! - Beatrix Potter 2013-10-03
Late on Christmas Eve Peter, Benjamin and Lilly set off on a slip-slidey Christmas adventure!
The Complete Adventures of Peter Rabbit - Beatrix Potter 1984
A collection of all the Beatrix Potter stories featuring Peter Rabbit including, 'The Tale of Peter Rabbit',
'The Tale of Benjamin Bunny', 'The Tale of the Flopsy Bunnies', and 'The Tale of Mr. Tod'.
Paddington 2: Sticker Activity Book: Movie Tie-In - Harper Collins Publishers 2017-10-23
Paddington is back in a smash-hit new movie! Celebrate the return of the bear from darkest Peru with this
fantastic sticker activity book. Meet your favourite characters and make some new friends along the way as
the marmalade-loving bear returns for another sticky adventure. Based on the plot of the brand new hit
family film and featuring glossy images from the movie, this amazing activity book is packed with games,
puzzles, crafts and much more! Includes: Special Paddington postcards A make-your-own-mask Reversible
Paddington door hanger And over 150 super stickers! The perfect gift for small paws!
Peter Rabbit Animation: Peter's Secret Mission - Beatrix Potter 2014-09-18
Grumpy Old Brown has stolen Peter's journal, left to him by his dad. Peter, Lily and Benjamin and their
squirrel friends set off on a TOP SECRET mission to Owl Island to get it back. But when Nutkin is in danger
Peter must make a choice: will he save his precious journal or his special friend?
Peter Rabbit Animation: Lily's Party Time - 2015-05-07
Get ready to party with Lily, Peter and Benjamin . . . Jeremy Fisher's concert party is in full swing when
Samuel Whiskers and Mr Tod crash in - it's party pandemonium! Can the three friends save their family and
friends from the fearsome fox and his sneaky side-kick?
Children's Software Revue - 1993

Night Night Peter Rabbit - Beatrix Potter 2013-06-06
A delightful, incredibly soft cloth book featuring rustly pages for added interest. Very simple words and
classic images of Beatrix Potter's most popular characters: Peter Rabbit, Jemima Puddle-Duck, Tom Kitten,
Benjamin Bunny, Squirrel Nutkin, Mrs. Tittlemouse and a sleepy Flopsy Bunny will be sure to make babies
and parents smile!
Peter Rabbit Hoppy Holidays Sticker Activity Book - Beatrix Potter 2020-07-28
Discover this brand-new Peter Rabbit activity book with over 250 stickers! Join Peter Rabbit and all of his
woodland friends as they get up to all sorts of summer fun in this jam-packed sticker book. Based on the
classic tales by Beatrix Potter, this sticker book will keep little paws entertained for hours, packed with
beautiful illustrations and over 250 stickers. Hoppy Holidays!
Peter Rabbit and the Pumpkin Patch - Beatrix Potter 2013-08-15
An original tale starring the naughty little rabbit finds him sneaking back into Mr. McGregor's garden along
with his cousin, Benjamin Bunny, to raid the autumn harvest only to be frightened back home, where they
discover a bunny family pumpkin party. Original.
The World of Peter Rabbit Sticker Book - Jennie Walters 1990
A two-sided laminated gatefold features Ginger and Pickles' shop on one side and a panoramic farmyard on
the other. Forty reusable stickers will create hours of fun stocking the village store and re-creating life on
the farm.
Peter Rabbit: Christmas is Coming - Beatrix Potter 2020-10-22
Come together this Christmas with Peter Rabbit. A perfect gift for all the family, this heart-warming book
has a story and an activity to share, every day throughout December. Peter Rabbit is very excited - it's
nearly time for Christmas! He can't wait to eat mince pies, decorate a tree and open all his presents. Join
Peter and all his friends every day in December as they count down to Christmas and have lots of fun
adventures along the way. Featuring 24 brand new stories, inspired by Beatrix Potter's original tales, and
an activity to enjoy every day of Advent, this beautiful book makes the perfect Christmas gift and will
become a festive tradition for Peter Rabbit fans young and old.
The Software Encyclopedia - 1988
Peter Rabbit Animation: Happy Birthday, Peter! - Beatrix Potter 2016-03-03
It's Peter Rabbit's birthday, and his friends and family are planning a surprise party. But there's a problem Mr Tod is trying to stop them! Will they make it to the party on time, or will the surprise be ruined? Join
Peter Rabbit and his friends in this wonderful new picture book, perfect for all fans of the CBeebies show.
Lily's Activity Book - Frederick Warne & Co 2014-09-25
Join the fun with Lily Bobtail with this brand-new activity book! Lily Bobtail is always prepared with her
“just in case” pocket, ready for any adventure, and a great friend to Peter and Benjamin. Bursting with fun,
Lily’s new activity book lets kids join the adventure and hop to it with their favorite rabbits—that’s a fact!
Peter Saves the Day! - Beatrix Potter 2014
Stealing Old Brown's glasses is really NOT a good idea, but silly Squirrel Nutkin just can't resist! Luckily
his good friends Peter Rabbit, Benjamin and Lily are around to help him find them before the angry owl
tracks him down. It's a matter of remembering where he's been and retracing his steps and some of his
footsteps are PURPLE . . . Peter Rabbit and his friends have just hit the screen on Cbeebies. With his taste
for radishes and his thirst for adventure, everyone will want to join Peter's gang. Be one of the first with
this great value adventure storybook. So much more than a story - study the map, enjoy the adventure,
complete Peter's special skill challenge and fill in your very own certificate! %%%Stealing Old Brown's
glasses is really NOT a good idea, but silly Squirrel Nutkin just can't resist! Luckily his good friends Peter
Rabbit, Benjamin and Lily are around to help him find them before the angry owl tracks him down. It's a
matter of remembering where he's been and retracing his steps and some of his footsteps are PURPLE . . .
Peter Rabbit and his friends have just hit the screen on Cbeebies. With his taste for radishes and his thirst
for adventure, everyone will want to join Peter's gang. Be one of the first with this great value adventure
storybook. So much more than a story - study the map, enjoy the adventure, complete Peter's special skill
challenge and fill in your very own certificate!

Wonder Woman: The Official Sticker Book (DC Wonder Woman) - Random House 2021-07-27
Wonder Woman(TM)--the most iconic female Super Hero of all time--in a full-color activity book packed with
over 500 stickers! Wonder Woman is powered up for action in this full-color activity book that offers hours
of fun with awesome activities to complete and over 500 stickers for little heroes 3 to 7! Solve mazes and
puzzles, create dynamic scenes with the stickers, and more as Wonder Woman teams up with her DC Super
Hero friends and takes on her foes to save the day!
Super Rabbit - Stephanie Blake 2016-09
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BOARD BOOK. When is bedtime for Peter Rabbit? What time does Jeremy Fisher stop for a butterfly
sandwich? Spend the day with Peter Rabbit and his friends to find out, and set the time yourself! The clock
face with clicky hands makes learning to tell the time simple and fun!
I Am Peter - Penguin Young Readers 2014-01-23
Meet the newly animated Peter Rabbit! Donned in his father's blue coat, Peter is as frisky and adventurous
as ever. His mother has given him his father's old journal--full of adventure stories, secret escape routes,
and empty pages for Peter to fill in himself. This classic rabbit, along with his best friends, Lily Bobtail and
Benjamin Bunny, is ready for another adventure!
Mystery Thief! - Beatrix Potter 2014-02-28
Peter and Benjamin steal some of Mr. McGregor's radishes. Just barely escaping the garden, they find that
no where is safe to eat their treats: not home, not Mrs. Tiggly-winkle's laundry, not Squirrel Camp. And
even worse--someone keeps stealing the
I Am Benjamin - Penguin Young Readers 2015
Meet Benjamin Bouncer! Best friend to Peter Rabbit and Lily Bobtail, Benjamin is the comic relief in the
show. He's always hungry, the most timid of the trio, and yet the most loyal friend there is. Benjamin, Peter,
and Lily are ready for another adventure. Let's hop to it!

I Am Lily - Penguin Group (COR) 2013
"In this story, meet spunky Lily Bobtail, who just moved from the city to the rural Lake District. A daring
girl, Lily is the perfect new friend for Peter and Benjamin"-Peter Rabbit Movie 2 Novelisation - Puffin 2020-01-23
Peter Rabbit 2: The Runaway is hopping into cinemas on 17th May 2021! Featuring the same star-studded
cast, including James Corden (the voice of Peter Rabbit), Domhnall Gleeson (Mr. McGregor) and Rose
Byrne (McGregor's animal loving neighbour, Bea). This action-packed chapter book is based on the major
new movie, so you can relive the best moments of the film. Other Titles In The Series: Peter Rabbit, Based
on the Major New Movie Peter Rabbit The Movie: Sticker Activity Book Peter Rabbit Quiz Book Peter
Rabbit Sticker Activity Book Peter Rabbit Colouring Sticker Activity Book Perfect for keeping younger Peter
Rabbit fans busy for hours!
Peter Rabbit Animation: Secret Treehouse Sticker Activity Bo - 2014-09-24
Shhh - this is TOP SECRET! Learn all about how Peter, Lily and Benjamin earned their secret treehouse and
what it takes to be a member of the club, as you play the games, colour the pictures and stick the stickers
to win your puzzle skills award.
What Time is It, Peter Rabbit?. - Beatrix Potter 2010
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